
 

Rise: Lesson Types 
Articulate Live Webinar Resources Updated 04/18/18 

Notes: 

● Image aspect ratio 1x1 or 16x9 are recommendations 
●  

Pre-built Lessons 
 

Lesson Type Image Audio Video Notes 

Video   X  

Labeled Graphic 16x9 X X  

Process 16x9 X X Image zoom can’t be turned off 

Timeline 16x9 X X  

Sorting    Text only 

URL/Embed    Bring media in via URL or iframe 

Quiz 16x9  X No media on feedback 

 
  

 



 

Block Lessons Text 
 

Lesson Type Settings Image Notes 

Text blocks Padding; color  17 pt; can right-click and format text 

Statement A Padding; color  17 pt; body text bold; can’t unbold 

Statement B Padding; color  32 pt; heading text 

Statement C Padding; color  Pt not listed; heading text; filled with gray 

Statement D Padding; color  24 pt; body text; filled with gray 

Note Padding; color  15 pt; body text; filled with light theme color 

Quote A Padding; color; avatar 1x1 14 pt; statement = body; author name = heading;text will always be in quotes 

Quote B Padding; color; avatar 1x1 32 pt; statement = heading; author name = body (colored); can’t recolor author 
name text 

Quote C Padding; color; avatar 1x1 14 pt; statement = body; author name = heading 

Quote on Image Padding; color; avatar 
Background image 

1x1 
Other 

24 pt; statement = body; author name = heading; background image crops in 
different views 

Quote Carousel 
(interactive) 

Padding; color; avatar (per 
quote) 

1x1 14 pt; statement = body; author name = heading; text will always be in quotes; 
carousel as tall as largest quote 

Numbered List Padding; color  17 pt; list items are added separately 

Checkbox List 
(interactive) 

Padding; color  17 pt; list items are added separately; checkbox can be connected to “continue” 
divider 

Bullet List Padding; color  17 pt; list items are added separately 

 
 



 

Block Lessons Image 
 

Lesson Type Settings Image Notes 

Image Centered Padding; color; caption; zoom 16x9 Image scales 

Image Full Width Padding; color; caption 16x9 Image scales 

Image & Text Padding; color; caption; zoom 
Image position; image size 

16x9* Image scales; 16x9 is ideal at 50/50, but other aspect ratios work 
based on image size 

Text on Image Padding; color; opacity of background 
image; opacity color 

16x9 32 pt heading text bold; background image crops in different views 

Carousel 
(interactive) 

Padding; color; caption; zoom 16x9 You can upload multiple images at once; images with different 
aspect ratios impact the carousel; it will be as tall as tallest image 

Two Column Grid Padding; color; caption; zoom 1x1, 
16x9 

Image shows as 1x1 (crops from middle); zoom shows entire image; 
upload multiple images at once 

Three Column Grid Padding; color; caption; zoom 1x1, 
16x9 

Image shows as 1x1 (crops from middle); zoom shows entire image; 
upload multiple images at once 

Four Column Grid Padding; color; caption; zoom 1x1, 
16x9 

Image shows as 1x1 (crops from middle); zoom shows entire image; 
upload multiple images at once 

 
Notes: 

● Image grids could be seen as large (2 column), medium (3 column), and small (4 column) since they don’t change size based on number of 
images. 

● Blocks that support multiple images allow batch upload of images 
  



 

 

Block Lessons Multimedia 
 

Lesson Type Settings Image Audio Video Notes 

Audio Color, padding; caption  X  Upload or record audio; no 
audio editor 

Video Color, padding; caption; video size, allow fast forward  X 16x9  

Embed URL/iframe Color, padding; caption; embed width, show border; 
show metadata 

   Heading and body text 

Attachment Color, padding;    Filled with gray; heading text 

Code Snippet Color, padding; caption    Just text; filled with gray 

 
Notes: 

● Name attachment file before uploading so it reads better 
 

   



 

Block Lessons Interactive 
 

Lesson Type Settings Image Audio Video Notes 

Accordion Color; padding; image zoom; open & 
close accordion  

16x9  16x9 Heading & body; can edit body text 

Tabs Color; padding; image zoom; open & 
close accordion  

16x9  16x9 Heading & body; can edit body text 

Flashcard Grid Color; padding; text or image - front or 
back 

1x1    

Flashcard Stack Color; padding; text or image - front or 
back 

1x1    

Button Color; padding; name button, 
destination; button color 

   Label = heading; button = body 

Button Stack Color; padding; name button, 
destination; button color 

   Label = heading; button = body 

Knowledge Check Color; padding;  16x9  16x9 Question = body; answers = heading 

Storyline Color; padding; Storyline width    Block is filled with gray;  

Continue Color; padding; lock and set 
completion type; rename label 

   Filled with theme color; use with checklist 

Divider Color; padding;    Create a line 

Numbered Divider Color; padding;    Create a sequence 

Spacer Color; padding;    Adds empty space 

 
Notes: 

● Buttons can link to other lessons, web page, or exit the course (LMS only) 
● Storyline files need to be published to Articulate 360; player settings are controlled in Storyline; can be tracked in LMS  


